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(Harp). 13 arrangements of the theme from Disney's beloved film. In C and G to accommodate
all harpists and vocalists along with easy, advanced, duet, vocal, and instrumental
arrangements. Playable on both pedal and lever harps. Arrangements included: * Easy harp solo
in the key of C * Advanced harp solo in the key of C * Advanced harp part for duet in the key of C
* Duet score in the key of C * Vocal part in the key of C * Instrumental part in the key of C * Easy
harp solo in the key of G * Advanced harp solo in the key of G * Advanced harp part for duet in
the key of G * Duet score in the key of G * Vocal part in the key of G * Instrumental part, low
register in the key of G * Instrumental part, high register in the key of G

About the AuthorSylvia Woods is one of the leaders in the harp world. She has written over 20
books for the harp, and has made three recordings. She owns the Sylvia Woods Harp Center
Store and Mail Order Catalog, selling harps, harp music books, harp recordings, and
accessories.
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skypilot, “Beautiful flowing arrangement. This lovely piece is presented in several arrangements.
So far I've learned only the easy solo, but I look forward to trying the advanced one. The piece is
well suited to the harp because the notes seem to flow into one another. I have many pieces
arranged by Sylvia Woods, and so far this is my favorite.”

Jessica M. Dawson, “Just what i needed. Just what the harpist needed to play the Celine Dion
version of Beauty and the Beast at my wedding”

Tr351, “Worth the purchase. If you enjoy the movie Beauty and the Beast and the music that
goes along with it this is a good book to purchase. The music sounds good on the harp.”

renee, “Five Stars. Love it, easy to play”

Teva Ben Shlomo, “Five Stars. I love this piece. The beginners arrangement is simple to play yet
sounds really beautiful”

CarolC, “Excellent arrangements !. Nice arrangements. I plan to play this at an event.”

Mr. C. L. Grindley, “Great!. Very nice arrangement! I've only learnt the basic version but it sounds
great! I might even have a go at the more advanced version at some point.”

Romyharp, “Arrangiamento meraviglioso. Arrangiamento per arpisti principianti e avanzati, per
arpa celtica o classica , per duo con voce o altro strumento . Sylvia Woods ha fatto un ottimo
lavoro . Complimenti ”

The book by Janet Evans has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 21 people have provided feedback.
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